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**Assignment Name:**
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**Date:**
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**Important Dates:**
*Please refer to the e-tendering system with event ID 0000011871*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q&amp;A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Q** | 1. What is the required Monthly bandwidth for the solution?  
2. Required Throughput of the Firewall?  
3. Required Size of the Load balancer (E.g Required TPS)?  
4. Furthermore, please let know whether we could obtain the minutes of the Prebid meeting? |
| **A** | 1. Not limited and uses the open bandwidth provided.  
2. Using a provider-installed firewall with the proposed throughput  
3. Using a load balancer installed by the provider with the proposed size  
4. There was no pre-bid meeting held for this RFQ. |
| **Q** | 1. Detail scope migration  
2. IP Qty  
3. BW Internet/dedicated  
4. Training  
5. Payment base on contract (subscription)/pay per used?  
6. Storage Type  
7. OS |
| **A** | 1. Cluster (Master) of Kubernetes with 4 nodes, each 4 CPU, 8 GB Memory and 50 GB Disk  
2. 5 Ips  
3. Not limited  
4. Knowledge Transfer for setting, configure and support related to install, deploy and migration.  
5. Yes  
6. Standard SAS Disk  
7. Linux |